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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to demonstrate that children do

not necessarily acquire fricatives before affricates. It begins with
a summary and explanation of relevant parts of R. Jakobson's general
theory of phonological acquisition. In part 2, an account of one
child's acquisition of English affricates and fricatives is
presented. In the period studied, the child had already mastered
simple stops and bad just acquired /ts/ and /dz/. She had the
fricatives /s/, /z/, and followed various procedures is handling the
rest of the English fricatives, which were difficult for her. The
case was clearly a counterexample to the theory of fricatives before
affricates. (Author/BHP)
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INTROIWCTION

Universal 1:141111S that phonemes, natural classes of phonemes, or
thStIlICtions are acquired in some specific order are recurrent

in the child language literature. A common assertion is that children
should acquire fricatives before affricates.' This claim is generally held
to be one of a well-known series of predictions made by the great Ionian
Jakobson as part of his general theory of phonological acquisition.

In this note, I will attempt to demonstrate that fricatives are not
necessarily acquired before affricates. First, it is not that case that
Jakobson's implicational rules actually say that a child must acquire fri-
catives before affricates. This was pointed out to me by Paul Kiparsky
(pers. Comm. ). Since it is clear that students of child language are going
to be discussing the content and nature of Jakobson's claims for some time
yet, I will present the relevant passages from Child language, asia, and
phonological universals, along with Kiparsky's explication. Second, I will
follow the above discussion with an account of one child's acquisition of
English affricates and fricatives. In the period studied, the child. who
has already mastered simple stops, has just acquired /ts/ and /di/. She
has the fricatives is/. /z/, and follows various procedures in handling
the rest of the English fricatives, which are difficult for her. This case
is clearly a counterexample to the claim of fricatives before affricates.
BA it is in no way a counterexample to the interpretation of Jakobson's
work given by Kiparsky; as a matter of fact it would be very unlikely for
any child learning English to provide a counterexample to Jakobson. Lastly,
it is also hoped that this data will exemplify the kind of flexibility that chil-
dren have in their choice of language learning strategy.

JAKOBSON'S THEORY

Jakobson's claim (1%8) refers to the development of phonemically
contrasting manners of articulation.

A so-called half-stop consonant (or affricate) which functions
as an opposition to the corresponding stop consonant in phonemic
systems is acquired by the child only after the fricative of the
same series. (p. SS)

While disposing of an example rather like the one I will present and
centering un another topic, he also says:

But children who have not yet acquired any fricative sound
frequent') split the palato-velar series into a velar and a
palatal. by developing in addition to /k/ a (sometimes more
or less affricated) palatal stop from the French /1/ (or j and
s) and in this way temporarily present a quadrangular con-
sonantal system. (p.14)
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This indicates that a system in which the claim of the first quote
could lie falsified would be one which had a full set of parallel series of
stop, fricative, and affricate phonemes. For example. a totally symmetric
hypothetical language might have the system

4rnight

is
k'

k kx

Ii bb b labial series

d ds z dental series
...gi z1 palatal series

g gr I velar series

with stop. affricate, and fricative phonemes in each of four articulatory
positions.

In English, howt:ver, we have not got a straightforward phonemic con-
trast among plain stop, affricate, and fricative manners. On the contrary.
we have only two affricates, and they fill a missing 'slot' in the stop set:
We have palatal fricatives, but no palatal plain stops; our affricates,
which are palatal, have no plain stops in direct positional contrast with
them, In other words. 'affricate' (or 'delayed release') is a redundant,
non-distinctive feature in English, and the split plain stop/affricate is not
truly a phonemic contrast. Schematically;

English P t b v labial

t s d z dental
. - -
c s j z palatal

k g

Iiiparsky pointed out that viewing r, 3 as modified palatals is historically
correct, and that a process of affricating palatal stops is among the most
frequent developments in language histories, occurring over and over in
the parallel evolution of unrelated languages. We can see that a child
learning English is nut a likely candidate to have a phonemic plain stop/
affricate contrast, although a child learning German might be.

DATA

The child studied, code-named Dory, is one of several normal chil-
drn on whom extensive longitudinal taped, filmed, and written materials
we re gathered by the remarkable efforts of Dr. Margaret Bullowa
%ELT. and her colleagues.3

The material for analysis consists of a number of weekly taped and
filmed half-hour sessions which were conducted at the child's home over
a period of several years. The stage in this note is found on at least two
tapes. labeled W11/4 and W120, recorded at 1;Z, 13 and I ;2. 20 respectively.
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The vo,r(lh wsidered a r referential, and nut nonsense. to the child.
Table 1 c otains all transcribable forms on these two tapes which have
fricative or affrtc ate s in their English models. No extraneous fricatives
ur attriates were produced by Dory in words whose English models have
neither affricates nor fricatives. In the table, M (modeled) means that
the wither has supplied the English word just before Dory says it; S
(spontanous) indicates that Dory is nut repeating a word that cultic! be
lingering itt short-term audiory memory. The models fur words #, #(0,
and 422 we rt noted, corrections supplied by Dory's mother in response
to Dory's spontaneous utterances #3. ftt.i. and #21 respectively. A broad
transcription lPt the mother's speech is given when h.. r Boston speech dif-
fers strongly t ruin Gene r41 American (see Table 1).

Table I. Woras used by Dory that contained either an affricate or a fricative
in the adult version.

Tape English Dory Notes

WI 1 ?N

......11=11111

Affricates. Affricating Clusters
1. e hoochoo S it;utiu/ "labored" /t;/
2. George M t&o:dif1 /diodi/
3. 13etsy S /detsi/
11. Betsy M (correcting #3) /betsi/
Fricatives

Esther NI [est AI /et:A/ /s/ replaced by adja-
cent and homorganic/t/

Katherine M /kakitn/ /9/ replaced by nearby /k/

W 120
7. Jingles (name) M

.=mmm-.m.
/X9A/ X denotes untran-

scribable mess
;N. Cheerio (cereal) S
$. Cheerio (cereal) M (correcting #8)

10. touch M /tats/
11. touch S /tAfi/
12. Jean /diin/
13. Charlie M (tiae:lij) /dia:wi/ voicing error
14. Joey

Fricatives
M (has:i) /hadi/ /s/ replaced by hum-

organic stop
horsey

. that S /dat/ /5/ replaced by hill. st.
17. Esther M (estA) /et:A/ /s/ replaced by lull. st.

(and adjacent) stop
14. nose M /no/ /z/ Lost
11. Katherine /kaeC/i/
20. breakfast M /bekis/ /f/ lost but /s/ preserved
21. fishi /f/ lost, rs/ replaced by /Cs/
22. fish M /w,es/ /f/ replaced by b.v/.

rs/ replaced by /t;/
;)
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Recall that no English plain stop is hoznorganic to rs/. but that Ai/
(I.-continuant, 'delayed release]) is. It is clear from the table that if an
English nun - vocalic phoneme presents a difficulty and must be approximated,
the position of the English model phoneme and the feature 1-continuantj will
be preserved. while the manner of articulation and the feature Eicontinuant]
may be Sac rificed. It is also clear that ar: all-or-nothing notion of 'acquisi-
tion' of phonemes or phoneme classes is too crude to deal with the facts of
child language, but a detailed treatment of the nature of the acquisition
of phonemes does nut exist, to my knowledge. I will try to touch on the
major points which are necessary to evaluate the above data.

We must first notice that #3 Betsy S / detsi/ and NM Cheerio S
are notably improved to #4 Betsy M /betsi/ and #9 Cheerio M /tsio/,
respectively, by the mother's correction. 4 This implies that the presence
or absence of a model word must not be disregarded. Mastery of a sound
proceeds by slow stages, and the ability to copy a sound in a worr! correctly
may precede mastery of it in spontaneous utterance by many months. Thus,
while the difference between Net, Katherine M /kakin/ and #19 Katherine M
/kaviii/ recorded a week later is real, we should not weight the modeled /0/
as we should weight the spontaneous occurrences of /tei/ in 01 chuuchoo S
ft-sut-su/, 08 Cheerio S /Gia/. and 011 touch S Asti/. or the spontaneous
Rs/ in 03 Betsy S /detsi/ in judging the mastery of /ti, ta/. But by the
same reasoning. errors that persist in spite of corrections are maximally
significant in Judging what the child has not mastered. The word that nails
down the comparison between the well-controlled affricates and the margin-
ally-acquired fricatives is the corrected 022 fish M /wate/, a sad speci-
men compared to In touch or 012 Jean. In #22, Dory's /w/ preserves
the labiality of the /1 /, and the /ti/ is a strident palatal like rs/ -- her
attempt is no stab in the dark -- but 'fricative', equivalent to the conjunc-
tion 'continuant and consonantal and non-vocalic', is not preserved.

It is clear that postdental /0/, /z/ are well in hand at this stage.
Possibly all four of /ts/, /dz/, /t-s/, /di/ should be regarded as units
for this child at this time. It is certainly reasonable to consider /t-s/ a
unit, since /i/ is found only in Hid. and we have absolutely no justifica-
tion fur setting up an elaborate conditioned variation argument --of what
could rs/ be variant? If these four affricates are regarded as units, how-
ever. we must note a lack of symmetry, zfil /z/ and /s/ are found in spon-
taneous utterances in postvocalic final position in samples before and after
W118 and W120, and so presumably exist as independent phonemes during
this stage as well. But complete distributional symmetries are not to be
expected in child language any more than in the speeet of adults.

Two months later, at 1;4, 8 various things, still mostly homorganic
substitutions of one sort or another, happen to English fricatives that Dory
attempts. Two improvements are evidenced: "after" is rendered as
laef:Ai, and she has reached an intermediate stage between It"i/ and rs/
fur "sh". produced in the word "dishes". The "sh" in this word is noted
as 'very thick, Germanic'. and on ancther hearing as 'a little caressive'.

t)



A great deal intire tune elapses during which the tricatives are only
partially mastered and the affricates remain firm. Half a year later,
Bu llowa. Junes, and Duckert report ihat "shoe" is almost always /ill/.
thougl: occasionally still it;u/. /;/ is also reported in "she". But "At
this time, Dory had nut yet attained three other English fricatives, /II,
/8/, /2/ ... at least nut an initial position". They report "find" with

/p/. and a modeled "Susan" with /10. /a /, respectively fur /s/,
Therefore, we must still say that 2 months aftel Dory has acquired

English affricates. she has only 'conditier.sally acquired' the fricatives /f/.
;si, A/. We cannot use the unmodified word 'acquired' of a phoneme
until there are no contextual cunstra:nts on its appearance other than those
in the adult language being learner!. s I do not know if the great lapse of
time from when Dory gets /s/, ,z/ in final position until the time she gets
them in initial and antervocal;s: position is unusual or nut.

Something which &wt~ sewn unusual is the substituting of /0/, /8/.
for /ad, /2/ in 'Susan'. t' I have no information on this later period of
Dory's speech except what Bullowa, Jones and Duckert contains, but if
Dory has a general substitution of non-strident fur strident dentals except
in tinal position. and has the final /8/, /2/ correct, then she isn't lisping.
but developing the fricatives in an unusual order.

As I emphasized above, there is no straightforward counterexample
to he expected to the Jakobsonian affricates-before-fricatives in this
material, because delayed release is redundant in English. Of course.
the possibility remains that an English-learning child could temporarily
set up parallel sets simple stopaffricate --fricative for himself. Then
the J.tkobstm claim would be falsifiable.

Above. I have mentioned that Dory might actually be viewed as having
'thre sets in the dental series with the two palatal sets parallel to them

t is s d dz z

is s di

but the data, in the absence of velar or labial affricates, are too skimpy
to serve as anything but a reminder not to preclude the possibility that a
child learning English might set up a system in which (+delayed release)
was not redundant.

An earthier approach to Dory's apparent !ts /, /dz/ unit phonemes
would be to declare so fine an analysis of a handful of words to be an exer-
cise in the making of silk purses from sows' ears. Probably we should
simply observe that saying /9/ and /z/ after /t/, /d/ should be relatively
easy because one's tongue is already in the right place.

Dory's overall preferred process of substituting humorganic stops
for fricatives, incidentally. implies that if she can maintain it. a palatal
stop /r/ should be the output of choice for rid; this sound was in fact
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.ibserved by ltullowa. stones. and Ducl(ert as Dory's earliest try as
Later on they report Just a M. which should be noted 1.1PC 41151* It p rVe- t t
.4t1 from saying that Dory simply followed a 'natural' progression from
palatal stop to palatal affricate. The shift from /V/ to /1/ is in fact e.1
importance. aliSe it means that the child's system has responded to
the absence of it'i in English, a fact as mysterious as any other in thf!
4c. rim Sit on OW Mottle

I WI 11 tuft Spa re a philosophical conclusion. although it is broader
than the above data can support alone: There are many ways in s.41-4:c.h a
uhild stii.y organize the barrage of incoming sounds in order to get a 1-azo.dle
on them. The search should be for strategic universals in language acq. -

salon. and not for substantive universals. The nuniber of substantr.t.
universals th4t are falsifiable and true is surely small and their predic-
tins seer?' tar short of being able to organize the richly structured a!:d
varied material of child language.
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FOOTNOTg:S

Thin work WAN done while the author resided within commuting distance
of M. L T. Materials were made available by Dr. Margaret l3ullowa of
the Research Laboratory of Electrothics. I would like to express here
rely gratitude! to her for her time and interest, and also to Paul Kipsrsky
tor his major critical contribution. Errors are my own.

E. Iii English. the fricatives are [* continuant] If s *Cs v z d and the
affricates [-continuant, a delayed release) Iti/ and /di/. The affricates
are %ant phetie!mes, but the digraphs are useful notation in this instance.
They are traditionally written with dental rather than palatal onset. since
the latter can be inferred.

2. Child latutua6e aphasia, and phonoltviical universals, Janua Linguartan 72.
Nfoidtn, The Hague, originally published as Kindete. A haste und
..tasemeine Latite=at... 1941

$ oche r material on this child has been published; she and her mother a re
very talkative. and so great favorites with investigators. The most rele-
vant eef those papers is Bullwa. Jones, and Ruckert. lth.4. which provides
some independent checks on my observations. Also of interest is Bullowa,

.atici Itve r. I 'It 4.

4. PI.icing *3. t.4 with affricates is deliberately meant to suggest that for
Dory. /ts/ (as well as /day/ in other sessions) is functionally parallel to
It's/ and 1f1/./ .

For 4 discussion of phonological constraints on the production of a phoneme..
see- Ingrain. (ms.). 'Conditionally acquired' is my own coinage'. and its
definition may want some revision in a case where a child uses a phoneme
correctly in all but a few difficult cases.

. This was called to my attention by Charles A. Ferguson (personal com-
munication).
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